Virtual 3D tours of St Edmund Hall

Explore parts of the College with our immersive 3D virtual tours! Select one of the rooms below, and then move around within the 3D model to take a closer look.

The Library

Housed in the converted twelfth-century church of St Peter-in-the-East

The Old Dining Hall

The College's original dining hall, built in 1652 - now used for smaller dinners, concerts, weddings and other events

The College Bar

The Middle Common Room (postgraduate common room)

The Chapel

Built by Stephen Penton in the late 17th century

Old Library

Completed in 1686, it was reputedly the first Oxford library to have shelves against the walls, and the last to chain its books

Thanks to Greg Harris of Tour Dimensional [1] for creating these virtual tours.

Source URL: http://www.seh.ox.ac.uk/virtualtours
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